Optimization of current modulation function for proton spread-out Bragg peak fields.
Proton treatments with spread-out Bragg peak (SOBP) fields often use a rotating modulation wheel of varying thickness to modulate the pristine Bragg peak in depth and intensity. The technique of modulating also the beam current independently over the wheel rotation provides an additional control over the intensities of the pulled-back Bragg peaks. As a result, a single wheel can be used over a large range of energies and SOBP parameters and field-specific wheels are no longer necessary. An essential task in commissioning a particular treatment depth is the determination of this current modulation function. We have developed a method for the optimization of the current modulation function. The basic idea is to treat the entire beam nozzle, housing the various beam scattering and modulating components, as a whole and to characterize its effect as a transformation from a modulating beam current to a depth-dose distribution. While this transformation is difficult to calculate theoretically due to the complex scattering paths in the nozzle and the phantom, it can, however, be determined by time-resolved dose measurements. Using this transformation, we can calculate SOBP depth-dose distributions for any current modulation function and optimize it by a simple numerical optimization. We have applied the new method to a number of proton beams with satisfactory results.